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TrafFix I-Beam Barricade Rails

44000 SERIES

TrafFix A-Cade with 8’ TrafFix I-Beam rail, 
barricade lights and clip-on plastic sign

Strength and Flexibility

yet durable all plastic TrafFix I-Beam Rail has been in use for over twenty years. It’s made of impact resistant 
polyethylene to withstand the rough treatment found in construction work zones. 

Try this with a wood or
metal barricade panel

TrafFix I-Beam Rail combines

TrafFix I-Beam Rails weigh 
less than one pound per 
foot, so it’s lightweight and
easy to carry. Rails nest
for transportation. No
sharp edges or splinters.

TrafFix I-Beam Rail’s unique
design protects the expensive

scratches and abrasions.
Rails nest for storage.

TrafFix Super Buster® Sign Stand

Super Buster can accommodate a 48” 
x 60” and 48” x 48” or smaller 5/8” 
plywood signs, or .080, .100 and .125 
aluminum, plastic or roll-up signs up to 7’ 
off the ground.
* Roll-up signs can be positioned up to 9 feet above 
road surface.

Super Buster also comes complete with
TrafFix Step-N-Drop® leg release system 
found on all TrafFix four legged sign 
stands. A two position leg adjustment 
allows all four legs to be individually 
adjusted for uneven terrain. The built in 

65000 SERIES

Maximum 63” extended 
leg width

# 65084-RSB

Approved with Roll-Up and Safe Sign® 350 Signs at any height and 
with .080, .100 and .125 Aluminum or 5/8” Plywood signs at 
7’ bottom height

Super Buster Sign Stand with 
48’’ x 48’’ aluminum sign 7 

feet off the ground

The Super Buster Sign Stand has a powder

coated steel base and two heavy duty 

springs, designed to withstand strong 

winds and severe wind gusts created 

lightweight aluminum mast and 

legs telescope for compact storage 

Super Buster Sign Stand with 
telescoping mast and legs, 

which fold for compact storage

Maximum 141” extended 
leg length
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